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Abstract

We consider the inventory control problem for a stochastic hybrid manufacturing/ remanufacturing system with product substitution in an infinite-horizon and stochastic demand and return settings. Remanufactured products may have an inferior value from customers’ point of view and might be seen as not good as new products, which lead to different selling prices and different demand streams for manufactured and remanufactured products. Remanufacturing capacity is mainly limited by the amount of returns which is usually not under the control of the manufacturer. The stock-out situation for remanufactured products can be coped with a substitution strategy according to which the remanufactured product demand is satisfied using new products. We evaluate the profitability of this product substitution strategy under different system parameters such as demand and return rates. The optimal inventory policies are determined using Markov Decision Process analysis. We also provide a performance comparison of several simple-structured inventory policies through numerical experimentations.
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